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Executive Summary:
Pakistan Development Alliance conducted a country wide survey in December 2021 to ascertain the status of
civic spaces, democratic culture and human rights in Pakistan. The survey was developed in collaboration with
Japan NGOs Centre for International Cooperation (JANIC). The findings of the survey were shared with national
and global CSOs, INGOs, governments and other stakeholders during Tokyo Democracy Forum held in February
2022. The online survey was circulated among CSOs and human rights actors through their alliances and networks and it was responded by 162 human rights organizations and civil society actors.
More than 50% of the respondents agree that they feel free to speak in public and with media, whereas less
45% respondents agree that they enjoy freedom of assembly and association. More than 50% respondents did
not agree that government restrict freedom of speech and assembly due to COVID-19 outbreak. More than 72%
respondents felt free to join civil society groups in the country however the same percentage also highlighted
that laws and policies governing the CSOs in the country are tightened. Around 50% respondents felt that legal
status of marginalized communities and socially excluded group, religious minorities is fragile in the country. In
addition to this more than 62% respondents agreed that human rights are not secured in the country. 60% of
the respondents agreed that threats to human rights defenders, journalists and trade unions have increased.
More than 50% respondents agreed that media is not independent from authorities to publish information
freely. Around 60% respondents agreed that violence among people have increased since COVID-19 outbreak
whereas 57% respondents highlighted the increased violence against women. Furthermore, 66% respondents
felt that violence and abuse against children has been increased since COVID-19 outbreak has started. The respondents shared their disappointments towards rule of law and justice in the country and 52% respondents
felt that discriminatory laws are in place in the country and existing laws are not effective in protecting human
rights and prevent discriminations. The respondents also shared their dismay upon rising trends of corruption
and illicit flow of funds to and from the country. 47% respondents agreed on illicit flow of funds in the country
whereas 62% respondents were of the view that corruption has increased among the public sector in Pakistan.
On the other hand more than 50% respondents did not agree that allocated budgets and finances in public sector are being used in appropriate manner. The respondents were also concerned about the governance, accountability and meaningful participation of people in public sector. More than 55% respondents did not agree
that government provides sufficient information to people regarding its policies. More than 52% respondents
did not agree that minorities, PLWDs and women are meaningfully appointed in the public institutions whereas
more than 55% respondents highlighted the huge gender gap exists even in the Parliament of Pakistan. More
than 46% respondents were not happy with the representation of Pakistan in the global governance institutions
whereas more than 72% of the respondents were of the view that global governance institutions are dominated by the developed world.
The respondents of the survey also recommended certain measures to improve civic and human rights situation
in the country and creating rightful spaces and choices of life to all. The suggestions and recommendations include, strengthening rights based local CSOs, empowerment of rights commissions, re-instatement local government bodies, announcement of provincial finance commissions, abolishment of Council of Islamic Ideology,
revisiting the regulatory frameworks and policies towards the CSOs and INGOs in the country and building alliances with global institutions.
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Section 1: Civic Space Survey in Pakistan
1.1.

Basic information of the survey and the contributors

-Brief explanation of your network including the number of membership organizations
Pakistan Development Alliance -PDA- is a national platform of CSOs/ NGO and CBOs working together for
better governance and accountability mechanisms in
the country through human rights based approaches
with a focus on the timely delivery of national, regional and global commitments made by the governments,
private sector and UN agencies specially SDGs and
Agenda 2030. PDA was established in 2014 and currently it has 114 member organizations from all across
the country including the special regions of Azad Jammu & Kashmir and Gilgit Baltistan. PDA’s National Secretariat is based at AwazCDS-Pakistan located in the
capital of country, Islamabad. Since its inception PDA
has carried out highly credible initiatives at national,
regional and global levels with the support of its members and partners across the world. Details are available at its website www.pda.net.pk . Furthermore its
first ever SDGs Online Dashboard also shares the status
of SDGs progress measured through SDGs Citizens
Scorecard. PDA also produced Citizens Voices Report
on VNR and Status of SDGs in Pakistan in 2019. PDA
also contributed in Peoples’ Scorecard in 2021 initiated
by Action for Sustainable Development (A4SD)
PDA member organizations mapping results as depicted in the graph (a) and (b) show that the member organizations focus on almost all the SDGs as their primary and secondary priority goals. However SDG1,2,3, 4,5,
6, 13, 16 and 17 are the top most priorities of the
members whereas the remaining goals are of least priority. There may be reasons of organizational capacity
and lack of other technical and financial opportunities
to set other goals as priority at primary or secondary
levels. 90% of the member organization face challenges
in resource mobilization and lack financial support for
their efforts towards achievement of SDGs at local level. 20% of the member organizations are connected at
regional and global level through various forums including A4SD and GCAP etc. whereas only 20% of the members are part of various local/ district level networks and alliances. A large majority of PDA members i.e. 60%
are also part of various networks and alliances other
than PDA as depicted in the below pie chart.
This shows the capacity and active role of the member
organizations of Pakistan Development Alliance.
Japan NGOs Network for International Cooperation
(JANIC) facilitated in developing the online survey form
having several questions related to civic space, human
rights, democratic rights, governance, rule of law, justice
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and accountability etc. The questionnaire was shared with the Central Executive Committee of Pakistan Development Alliance and with their approval certain improvements were suggested. However it was decided to
launch the survey in English instead local language Urdu. The civic space, democracy and human rights survey
was carried out across the country in December 2021 by engaging PDA member organizations and other networks and alliances including Ujala Network and PakNGOs Forum. The google form survey-attached as annexure A was shared with almost 19000 plus NGOs / CBOs and CSOs through aforementioned networks however
only 162 responses were received in the stipulated time of 10 days. Several follow ups were also carried out
through Whats App messages and direct communications.

1.2.

Narrative reports for the results of the survey

The pie chart shows the province wise geographic locations of 162 respondents. A
large majority 27.8% respondents were
from Province of Punjab followed by 26.5%
from Sindh and 21% from Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. More than 11% respondent organizations were from Islamabad, the capital of
the country however the number of respondents from Balochistan, Azad Jammu &
Kashmir and Gilgit Baltistan were around
10% of the total respondents. This shows
that the 90% of the survey respondents were informed CSOs /community from urban centers and only 10%
were from rural and remote regions.
Gender, age, religion and profession, education and income status of the respondents were not asked however
based on the names, titles & organizations of respondents this has been ascertained that the survey was responded by women (22%), men(75%) and transgender (3%). None of respondent was anonymous. The question
wise detailed responses of the survey are attached as annexure B for reference however the key findings / results of the survey are clubbed in to three types of responses i.e. agreed, moderate and disagree. For the ease
of understating and analysis the percentage points are also depicted through traffic light method. 44 different
questions and their responses are also clubbed in to seven different areas i.e. a)right to freedom of speech and
assembly, b)civic space and human rights, c) freedom of information and dissemination, d)violence against
women and children, e)rule of law and justice, f) corruption and illicit flow of funds, g) governance, accountability and meaningful public participation.
The detailed key findings of the survey are as follows
a) Right to Freedom of Speech and Assembly:
Freedom of expression/ speech and assembly is
a constitutional right in Pakistan under article
19 that states “ Every citizen shall have the right
to freedom of speech and expression, and there
shall be freedom of the press, subject to any
reasonable restrictions imposed by law in the
interest of the glory of Islam or the integrity,
security or defence of Pakistan or any part
thereof, friendly relations with foreign States,
public order, decency or morality, or in relation
to contempt of court, 33[commission of] 33 or
incitement to an offence1.” However, the definitions of decency and morality as well as glory of Islam and integrity / security or defence of Pakistan are unclear and open. People may have different thoughts, understating
1

http://www.pakistani.org/pakistan/constitution/part2.ch1.html
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and acceptance level for any matter related to decency, morality, glory of Islam, and integrity of Pakistan therefore the State authorities act and behave harshly with those who speak and express their thoughts openly,
freely and without any prejudice towards any religion, sect, gender etc. but for humanity. The survey results
show the similar challenge in our society at large where averagely 45% respondents agreed to have right to expression/ speech and freedom of assembly whereas around 55% are strongly and moderately disagreeing to
speak freely at public and media. A qualitative study conducted on freedom of expression in 20152 also shares
the similar findings where a human rights activist says “ people are not allowed to talk openly about certain issues such as religion, seeking information from across the geographical boundaries and issues of national security, as it is abided by law”
In response of a question asked during citizens’ scorecard on goal 16 carried out by Pakistan Development Alliance in 2020, 34% strongly and 34.14% moderately denied that they can express their feeling and thought
freely3. Global Freedom House Report 20214 also rated Pakistan as partly free for civil and political rights including freedom of speech/ expression and assembly. This is interesting to learn that same situation prevails for the
last several years and that is why only 24% respondents of the survey think that the restrictions on freedom of
speech/ expression and assembly is because COVID-19 whereas almost 75% are of the view that the COVID-19
has no impact on governments policies towards freedom of expression and assembly.

b) Civic Space and Human Rights:
Pakistan has never ever witnessed as human
rights friendly country in the whole of its history because of several chaotic policies and
anti-human rights laws. According to the Law
Commission of Pakistan5 almost 120 laws in
the country are discriminatory towards civic
and human rights. Although Pakistan is signatory of various global commitments like UDHR
and ICCPR, CEDAW and CRC and SDGs yet the
national and provincial laws of the state are
not completely compatible to these global
commitments. This is why? 62.3% respondents expressed that their human rights are
not secured in Pakistan whereas 21% respondents have moderately expressed that their human rights are not
secured. Only 17% respondents are fairly happy with the civic and human rights situations in Pakistan. More
than 70% of the respondents are comfortable joining civil society groups however they have also felt that laws
regulating CSOs in Pakistan have been tightened. Majority of the respondents do not think that stringent policies of the government towards NGOs are due to COVID-19 outbreak. Whereas more than 65% of the respondents representing CSOs felt restrictions in receiving foreign funding. More than 50% respondents consider that
status of religious minorities is fragile in the country. On the other hand around 56% of the respondents do not
consider themselves as independent actors. The most recent CIVICUS Monitor6 has also ranked Pakistan in repressed countries whereas Civil Society Index 20217 ranked Pakistan in EVOLVING category. Generally CSOs
working for civic and human rights, sexual and reproductive health & rights, women rights, transgender rights,
democratic rights are more repressed than those who are working for services delivery. The regulatory envi-

2

https://think-asia.org/bitstream/handle/11540/6749/Freedom-of-Expression-in-Pakistan-a-myth-or-a-reality-W159.pdf?sequence=1
3

http://sdgscitizenscorecard.pda.net.pk/sdg-16-citizens-scorecard-national/

4

https://freedomhouse.org/country/pakistan/freedom-world/2021

5

http://ljcp.gov.pk/nljcp/#1
https://monitor.civicus.org/country/pakistan/
7
https://www.fhi360.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/resource-csosi-2018-report-asia.pdf
6
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ronment towards rights based NGOs, INGOs and CSOs is stringent as they have to obtain “ No Objection Certificates (NOCs) and MOUs with concerned departments and district/ provincial governments where-ever they
intend to intervene. Every organization receiving foreign funding or intend to work with foreign donors require
clearance from security agencies as well as must sign an MOU with Economic Affairs Division. Usually it takes
more than one to get such permissions and in some cases the permission is withdrawn early. Moreover in some
cases the permission is not granted even after a long process of more than two years. Very recently a local NGO
(Marie Stopes) filled a case against such regulations and the high court set aside the regulations by declaring
that such regulations have no legal effect8. The high court also allowed the NGOs to work freely by complying
with registration laws only. On the other hand the illegal regulatory bodies are still asking NGOs and CSOs for
compliance of regulations and require NOCs and MOUs. The international NGOs have to pass through rigorous
process to obtain permissions from ministry of interior to operate in the country.
c) Freedom of Information & Dissemination:
The Constitution of Pakistan under Article 19A guarantees right to information as “Every citizen shall
have the right to have access to information in all
matters of public importance subject to regulation
and reasonable restrictions imposed by law”. Right
to Information Commissions are active at federal
and provincial levels in the country since 2017, however there are several restriction being faced by the
citizens to have access to information in true sense.
Many media houses and journalists as well as CSOs
and social media activists usually complaint against
the performance of RtI Commissions and disclosure policies of the government. As depicted in the graph3 60%
of the responded agreed that threats to journalists, trade unionists, and human rights defenders have been increased and around 76% agreed that this is not because of the COVID19 outbreak as the situation persists from
last five years. More than 63% responded denied sufficient information disclosure by the government whereas
68% responded agreed that media is not independent from the authorities to publish information freely.
Very recently on January 25, 2021, an amendment was moved in right to information Act 2017, by some treasury members of the Senate of Pakistan to exclude upper and lower house of the Parliament for the provision of
any type of information if asked by any citizen of Pakistan. The statement of object of the amendment says “
The secretariats of the Senate and the National Assembly of Pakistan are constitutional bodies. Work of the Parliament is not only extremely significant but also highly sensitive. In view of the constitutional sanctity provided
to the secretariats of the Parliament, Senate and the National Assembly do not fall under the definition of public bodies, similar to the Supreme Court of Pakistan, which is not included in the definition of the public bodies
in the said Act. The sanctity granted to the Parliament and its procedures in Article 69 of the Constitution of
Pakistan also needs to be taken in account in the matter. Moreover decision on information related to Senate
and National Assembly is strictly the prerogative of the Chairman and Speaker respectively. This amendment in
the Act is proposed to ensure observance of above said sanctity and privacy of the institution to perform its
Constitutional and fiduciary duty to the State and its people”. Under such circumstances where upper and lower houses of the Parliament are not being considered as public bodies and prohibiting the information and data
under the umbrella of laws and Constitution, this will be really difficult to get appropriate and valid data and
information regarding the efforts of various stakeholders including Parliamentarians towards the achievement
of SDGs especially 16.10 that demands public access to information at all levels. Since no Data Protection Law
exists in the country therefore validity and efficacy of the data may also be questioned.
The Citizens Scorecard results on SDG 16.109 complied by Pakistan Development Alliance in March 2020 also
share the similar results as around 74% respondents of the scorecard declare that we do not have access to information from any department however only 10.49% respondents were satisfied by the response of RtIs on
access to information. Interestingly less 15% people have admitted that they have once exercised their right to
8

https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/929754-shc-sets-aside-ecc-s-policy-on-ngos-receiving-foreign-contributions
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http://sdgscitizenscorecard.pda.net.pk/sdg-16-citizens-scorecard-national/
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access information from the government departments. Whereas majority of the people i.e. 65% do not have
information about RtI act and if they can reach out to any government or semi-public department to seek information of interest. If we try to co-relate the above mentioned citizens and CSOs responses with the global
reports on open governance the situation is of no difference as Pakistan has been excluded by the Open Government Partnership (OPG) due to the non-compliance of the commitment since 201810.

d) Violence against Women & Children:
Almost 57% of the respondents feel that violence
against women have increased since the COVID-19 has
started and the result exactly resonates with the finding of an earlier survey conducted by AwazCDSPakistan and Ujala Network in 48 districts of Pakistan
on Trends and Dynamics of GBV during COVID1911
58.2% had agreed that violence against women have
increased in their communities since the COVID-19
outbreak. This shows that even after two years the
trend is same. More than 66% respondents have
agreed that violence against children has increased
since the COVID-19 outbreak. Around 60% of the respondents agreed that violence among communities has
increased since COVID-19 outbreak. On the other hand, only 38% of the total respondents agreed that violence
by police and other law enforcement agencies have increased since the COVID-19 outbreak. Whereas above
40% agreed that human trafficking has increased since COVID-19 outbreak. Interestingly the Citizens Scorecard
carried out in March 2020 also reveals the similar results as 75% of the respondents had agreed that violence
related incidents have not decreased during the last four years. Violence against women and children as well as
gender based violence on other sexual minorities is rampant in Pakistan. Almost 97% women face violence of
their intimate partners and family members due to several socio-economic, religious and cultural reasons. Pakistan is placed at 153rd out of 156 countries as per the World Economic Forum’s Gender Parity Index 202112.
Graph 4 also shows that 40% respondents agreed that human trafficking in Pakistan has increased since the
COVID-19 outbreak. Whereas the earlier Citizens Scorecard also revealed as 41.7% respondents think crime rate
in community regarding, kidnapping, human trafficking, homicide and other violent incidents have increased.
Furthermore graph 4 also depicts 27.8% respondents think that there are confusions about birth registrations
due to COVID-19 outbreak while the SDG16.9 Citizens Scorecard reveals that only 48.93% people know where
to get their child birth registered? Information and access to get the legal identity including child birth registration and computerized national identity cards (CNICs) is still a cumbersome process and expensive for people at
large. Majority of the women in rural areas of Pakistan do not have their CINCs. Therefore they are unable to
use their right to vote. Most of the women and children are deprived of government led poverty reduction programs in the country due to unavailability of their birth registrations and CNICs. The issue become more complicated when they grow up and seek public and private sector jobs where submission of domicile (residence certificate) and CNIC basic requirements. Most of the people cannot get their domicile and CNICs because they do
not have their birth registration. Birth registration is mandatory but avoidance by the parents due to negligence
is not considered as criminal offence by law.

10
11

12

https://www.opengovpartnership.org/members/pakistan/
https://awazcds.org.pk/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/Trends-of-GBV-in-times-of-COVID-19.pdf
https://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_GGGR_2021.pdf
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e) Rule of Law & Justice:
Rule of Law and Justice has been one of the major
challenges being faced by the people of this country. The survey has rightly highlighted as majority
of the respondents 45.1% strongly disagree and
18.5% are moderately disagreeing with the statement that existing laws in the country are effective to prevent discriminations. This has already
mentioned above that almost 120 laws in the
country are discriminatory towards the principle
of human rights. Furthermore, most of the laws
are coming through the funnel of religion. Parliament of Pakistan is sub-servient to Council of Islamic Ideology (CII)13. The Council of Islamic Ideology is a constitutional body that advises the legislature whether or not a certain law is repugnant to Islam, namely to the
Qur'an and Sunna. Most of the legislation related to blasphemy, honor killing, customary practices, women and
transgender rights, early, child and forced marriages, forced conversions, freedom of expression and other fundamental human rights issues are either delayed or totally dismantled by the members of the Council of Islamic
Ideology. Most of the human rights organizations and activists usually call for the abolishing CII as it over rules
the elected Parliament in the name of religion and their religious interpretations are usually concocted and
baseless and against the spirits of Islamic teachings. That was why we have been witnessing this result that
around 52% respondents are strongly and 23% moderately agreeing with the fact that discriminatory laws are
in place in Pakistan. Majority of the respondents 42% have denied their access to appropriate organizations in
case their rights are violated in the country. Around 59% of the respondents felt that access to justice was difficult because of COVID-19 outbreak however, around 43% also agreed that arbitrary juridical decisions were
made to facilitate general public during pandemic times. Majority of the respondents (38%) do not agree that
government has taken counter measure against crimes and violence especially through international cooperation whereas (35%) remained moderate however only 28% agreed strongly on government efforts towards
countering violence and crimes. The progress on the commitments made under Universal Periodic Review
(UPR) 201714 regarding discriminatory laws, customary practices, mob lynching, rising extremism, violence and
intolerance in the society at large are still far to achieve. Pakistan has established National Commission for Human Rights, National Commission on Status of Women, National Commission for the Rights of Children, National Commission for Rights of Minorities and Right to Information Commissions however most of them remained
nonfunctional because the chairperson and members of the aforementioned Commissions were not nominated
however very recently in 2021-22 all the Commissions are made functional by ensuring the due appointments
but the powers and autonomy of almost all the Commissions are curtailed immensely. Now the Commissions
are unable to do legislative scrutinization to address human rights violations to ensure rule of law and justice in
the country. The results of Citizens Scorecard on target 16.3 SDG1615 carried out two years before in January
2020 are alarming and also align with our current results where almost 43.46% people disagreed strongly and
40.68% people disagreed moderately that rule of law is improved in their respective areas during the last four
years. Similarly 45.71% denied strongly and 40.71% denied moderately on the improvements in the justice for
all.

13

http://cii.gov.pk/

14

https://www.hrw.org/news/2017/03/30/submission-universal-periodic-review-pakistan

15

http://sdgscitizenscorecard.pda.net.pk/sdg-16-citizens-scorecard-national/
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f) Corruption & Illicit Flow of Funds:
The survey results shown by graph 6 regarding
questions on corruption and illicit flow of
funds demands immediate attentions of policy makers and state authorities as the trends
are continuing with the same pace in other
similar national and global surveys. For example 47% respondents strongly and 24% respondents moderately agreeing that illicit financial flows has increased in the country
since the COVID-19 outbreak. Pakistan is in
the grey list of Financial Action Task Force
(FATF) since June 201816 for deficiencies in its
counter terror-financing and anti-money
laundering. Interestingly around 44% of the respondents have strongly agreed that organized crime across borders have increased in Pakistan whereas around 33% of the respondents have agreed that arms trade has increased domestically since COVID-19 outbreak has started. More than 61% respondents felt that corruption
has increased domestically since the COVID-19 outbreak has started whereas 56.8% respondents have the similar opinion regarding increased bribery in public and private institutions. The results of SDGs Citizens Scorecard
on target 16.5 and 16.6 also share the similar findings where 85.86% people disagreed and questioned the
transparency of the public institutions in Pakistan17. For the last several years, Transparency International also
identifies downward trends in Pakistan and Corruption Perception Index202118 places Pakistan at 140th Rank
out of 180 countries with 28/100 score. Today the corruption has accepted by public at large and people usually do not expect and believe if any public institution act appropriately and serve without any bribery or corrupt
means. More than 54% respondents disagreed that public budgets are spent in appropriate manner in Pakistan
whereas almost 50% respondents were of the view that the public budget spending was not appropriate even
in the times of COVID-19 outbreak. Due to18th Constitutional Amendment19 in 2010 most of the public sector
development funds are transferred at sub-national levels to the provinces through 7th National Finance Commission Award20 whereas the provinces are also expected to announce Provincial Finance Commissions and devolve fiscal powers and finances to local / district levels. However, none of the province in Pakistan has yet announced Provincial Finance Commission Award except the Province of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa21. Local governments are also nonfunctional in most of the provinces therefore, the demand for PFC award is not having political support. Most of the funds are centralized at provincial and federal levels therefore the corruption in the
institutions is very high. The capacity of provincial and district level governments for the appropriate and transparent consumption of public funds is very low therefore the rate of underspending is very high. 86% of the
federal budget and more than 10% of provincial budget are dependent on borrowed money from IFIs therefore
the release and disbursement of budgets are delayed despite allocations in the federal and provincial budgets.

16
17

https://www.dawn.com/news/1653195
http://sdgscitizenscorecard.pda.net.pk/sdg-16-citizens-scorecard-national/

18

https://www.transparency.org/en/cpi/2021/index/pak

19

http://www.pakistani.org/pakistan/constitution/amendments/18amendment.html

20

https://www.pide.org.pk/pdfpideresearch/wp-0073-fiscal-federalism-in-Pakistan-the-7th-national-finance-commissionawardand-its-implications.pdf
21

https://www.lgkp.gov.pk/provincial-finance-commission/
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g) Governance, Accountability & Meaningful Public Participation
The graph 7 shows that more than 55% of the respondents disagree that the government provides sufficient
explanations when introduce new policies whereas 23.5
agree whereas 21% agree up to some extent. Public participation and debate on public policies are restricted
due to several policy, structural and practice level challenges. Political fraternity and ruling elite (bureaucrats)
are usually biased towards the public opinions and capacities. They even do not like to engage with civil society and most of them consider civil and human rights organizations as agents of western world. However, it also
depends upon the relational capacity of CSOs to maneuver their engagement with them for policy reforms and
influence. Local governments are nonfunctional therefore engagement of grassroots level public representatives is also minimal. Civic Space Monitoring Survey22 Conducted by Pakistan Development Alliance in 2018 revealed that 85% marginalized communities have no voice and participation in policy making or reforms.
Less than 40% respondents are satisfied with the quality of public services in Pakistan. Most of the basic civic
amenities are related to food, health, education, water and sanitation etc. People usually do not trust public
sector education, health, food and WASH facilities. In the Pakistan Civic Survey conducted by PDA in 2018 62.5%
respondents were of the view that access to basic social amenities including food, health, shelter and education
are primary forms of marginalization in Pakistan23.
52.4% respondents in the current civic space survey have felt that marginalized communities including PLWDs,
women, transgender and minorities are not meaningfully appointed in the public institutions. Federal government law says 2% public jobs quotas are for minorities and PLWDs whereas provincial job quotas reach up to
5% however none of the government ever implemented the quota provisions in letter and spirit.
Women participation in work force at public and private sector is very lower than 10% and women engaged at
management level are less than 5%24. The spectra of gender inequality is large. World Economic Forum’s, Gender Inequality Index25 ranks Pakistan at 153rd out of 156 countries (2021). 32 per cent of ever married women
aged 15-49 have experienced physical violence; 29 % of women were married before 18 years of age. 17% of
the total 432 seats in the national Parliament of Pakistan are allocated to women and their election is based on
proportional representation of political parties whereas only on 5% seats are allocated to women for general
elections as per the election rules 2017. The graph 7 shows that 55.6% respondents agree that gender gap exists in the Parliament of Pakistan. In SDGs Citizens Scorecard conducted by PDA on SDGs 5.526, 59.71% respondents were of the view that women in Pakistan do not have effective participation and equal opportunities for
leadership at all levels of decision making in political economic and public life.
Interesting results have been witnessed in the current civic survey regarding representation of Pakistan as well
as dominance of developed world in the global governance. Less than 30% of the respondents agree that Pakistan is well represented in the global governance bodies whereas more than 72% respondents agree that global
governance is dominated by the developed world. There is no doubt in this as Pakistan government have zero
influence at G7, G20 processes. Somehow civil society from Pakistan try to attend and influence parallel processes through C7 and C20 engagements. On the other hand Pakistani government effectively engage with other global forums like World Economic Forum, OIC and United Nations’ General Assembly etc. Furthermore the
regional forum like South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC) is dysfunctional due to the political reasons between Pakistan and India.
22

https://www.pda.net.pk/pda-servey/
ibid
24
https://blogs.worldbank.org/endpovertyinsouthasia/pakistan-womens-representation-workforce-remains-low
23

25
26

https://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_GGGR_2021.pdf
http://sdgscitizenscorecard.pda.net.pk/sdg-5-citizens-scorecard-national/
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1.3.

SDG 16+ Implementation in Pakistan

Goal 16 + is considered as catalyst for sustainable development and empowerment of citizens. It comprises
of 8 goals out of 17 SDGs. Apart from goal 16, goal1, 4,
5, 8, 10, 11 and 17 are part of Goal 16 + integrated
framework for the realization of 2030 Agenda for sustainable development. Other than 12 targets of goal
16, 24 targets of 7 SDGs (mentioned earlier) are part
of Goal 16+, therefore all together these 36 targets
and their aligned 53 indicators will be directly measuring the progress on various aspects of peace, inclusion
and access to justice etc.
In the context of Pakistan goal 16+ is not in governmental debate at all, however it can fairly be defined
while examining the national priority framework of
SDGs27. National priority framework divides 17 SDGs in to three priority categories and also selects some priority targets and indicators against each goal as mentioned in the picture (a). Goal 4 (quality education), goal
8(decent work & economic growth) goal 16( peace, justice & strong institutions) and goal 17(partnerships for
the goals) are placed in the category-I, that requires immediate policy intervention as desirable outcomes can
be achieved in the short term. However time span for the short term is not defined in the national priority
framework.
Goal 1(no poverty), goal 5 (gender equality), goal 10 (reduced inequalities), goal 11(sustainable cities and communities) are placed under category-II, that requires relatively longer timeframes and consistent policy support.
Whereas no goal 16+ SDG is placed under category-III, that requires even longer gestation period and major
institutional reforms to achieve desired outcomes.
Out of total 36 global targets under Goal 16+, Pakistan has chosen only 23 targets as national priority targets.
Resultantly out of 53 global indicators of goal 16+, Pakistan has chosen only 32 indicators as national priority.
Interestingly the baseline data is available against 13 indicators only as mentioned in the national priority
framework diagram above.
A detailed report was prepared by author on Goal 16+ implementation in Pakistan for JANIC, ADN, ADA and Forus International last year in March 2021 and is available at https://www.pda.net.pk/wpcontent/uploads/2021/08/Pakistan-Goal16-Monitoring-Report-2021-ADAForus.pdf
Section 2: Policy Recommendations
2.1 Recommendations for governments, international organizations

27

•

Multi-stakeholders engagement processes need to initiated under the umbrella of UN for regional
peace, trade & development, enhanced civic spaces and freedom of expression and association

•

Regularize the annual sessions of South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC) to combat
poverty, inequality, climate changes, terrorism and violent extremism

•

Global funding agencies and bilateral donors should invest on local civil society organizations for more
sustainable, inclusive and participatory solutions for addressing chronic issues related to freedom of
expression and association, civic spaces and liberalization of conservative societies

•

Human rights based eco-centric human development agenda is need of the hour to address current

http://pc.gov.pk/uploads/report/National_SDGs_Framework_-_NEC_2018.pdf
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challenges to humanity and planet
•

Representation of minorities required to be increased in local governments(currently minorities are allowed to have their seats in the constituencies where there is at least 5% minority population)

•

Forced conversion -restriction laws need to be introduced in Pakistan

•

Government should public the Commission of Inquiry Report on enforced disappearances and initiate
legislation for the criminalization of enforced disappearance and put an end to the practice of enforced
disappearance and secret detention.

•

Government should review the coercive policies and regulatory frameworks towards NGOs and create
rightful spaces for them to ensure freedom of expression and association

•

Council of Islamic Ideology need to be immediately abolished as there should not be any body or institution above Parliament / house of public representatives.

•

Rights Commissions including RtI, NCSW, NCRC, NCHR, NCRM need to be made autonomous both in
terms of administration and finances as per the spirit of Constitution of Pakistan and global commitments.

•

Provincial Finance Commission should be constituted as desired by the 18th Constitutional Amendment
and PFC Awards need to be announced and implemented for equitable distribution of resources at local
level

•

Local government elections should be announced sooner than later and local bodies should be given
administrative and financial powers as per local government system 2002.

2.2 Recommendations for CSOs


CSOs should build their capacities to deal with the contemporary challenges like rising inequalities, digital divide, drastic impacts of climate change, rising extremism, countering violence and intolerance,
gender inequalities etc.



CSOs should enhance their capabilities to hold States, private sector and IFIs accountable



CSOs should initiate processes for dynamic accountability



CSOs should focus on human rights based approaches to empower rights holders



CSOs should connect dots and leverage upon each other’s capabilities instead duplication of efforts



CSOs should have this capacity to document their learning and initiate community led development and
empowerment programs instead implementing RFPs based interventions



CSOs should focus on strengthening their alliances to bargain and influence for people’s rights like Bar
Councils, Chambers of Commerce & Industries etc.
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Section 3: Conclusion
This report in hand shares the updated issues and challenges related to shrinking civic spaces, deteriorating
human and democratic culture and values in Pakistan. The report also highlights the voices of civil society activists, human rights defenders and concerned citizens of Pakistan regarding status of civil and political liberties in
Pakistan. The report also connects and co-relates local survey findings with those of global research reports
and surveys to further strengthen the case. The report also suggests solutions to CSOs to regain their spaces by
taking appropriate measures and building capabilities. The report also highlight demands from governments
and global institutions / forums on behalf of CSOs in Pakistan on how to strengthen civil society role by building
trust and reducing disconnect. The report also sets the strategic direction for the consideration of national and
global CSOs, networks, alliances, national and global funding agencies in their future interventions towards the
achievement of more sustainable and human rights friendly world.
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Section 4: Annex
Annex. A. Survey Template

Civic Space Survey in Pakistan
Thank you for your cooperation to answer the Civic Space Survey in Asia, conducted by Japan NGO
Center for International Cooperation (JANIC), in cooperation with XXX [partnerorganization's name]
A representative of your organization is expected to submit (one person from oneorganization).
Please submit your answer by 30 November 2021.
The results will be summarized collectively, and you personal information will not bedisclosed.
For any questions, please contact: Aoi, Senior Advocacy Officer of JANIC <janic-advocacy@janic.org>
Sign in to Google to save your progress. Learn more
*Required

Your name (*If you wish to be anonymous, write "Anonymous") *

Your answer

Your organization (*If you wish to be anonymous, write "Anonymous") *

Your answer

clarification, leave it blank)

Your answer
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W

hich province your office is located? *

Choose

Q1. Do you feel free to speak in public? *

Strongly Agree

Strongly Agree

Q3. Do you feel free to hold assemblies peacefully? *

Strongly Agree
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Strongly Agree

Strongly Agree

Strongly Agree

Q7. Do you feel that the laws regulating CSOs in your country have become

Strongly Agree

15

Q8. If you answer 5 (Strongly Agree) or 4 (Agree) for Q7, do you feel this is
because of COVID-19 outbreak?

Strongly Agree

reasons or examples.

Your answer

Strongly Agree

and speech? *

Strongly Agree

Q11. If you answer 5 (Strongly Agree) or 4 (Agree) for Q10, do you feel this is
because of COVID-19 outbreak?

Strongly Agree

16

Q11-b. If you answer 5 (Strongly Agree) or 4 (Agree) for Q10, please write
specific reasons or examples.

Your answer

Q12. Do you feel that violence by the police or the army has increased since the
COVID-19 outbreak has started? *

Strongly Agree

Q13. Do you feel that violence among people has increased since the COVID-19

Strongly Agree

Q14. Do you feel that violence against women has increased since the COVID-19

Strongly Agree

Q15. Do you feel that violence or abuse against children, abuse has increased? *

Strongly Agree
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Civic Space Survey in Pakistan

COVID-19 outbreak has started?? *

Strongly Agree

Q17. Do you feel that the government pass unfair laws as restricting civic space
unnecessarily since the COVID-19 outbreak has started? *

Strongly Agree

19 outbreak has started?? *

Strongly Agree

Q19. Do you feel that there are arbitral juridical decisions since the COVID-19

Strongly Agree
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COVID-19 outbreak has started? *

Strongly Agree

Q21. Do you feel that organized crimes across borders have increased since the
COVID-19 outbreak has started? *

Strongly Agree

Q22. Do you feel that arms trade has increased domestically since the COVID-19

Strongly Agree

19 outbreak has started? *

Strongly Agree
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Q24. If you answer 5 (Strongly Agree) or 4 (Agree) for Q23, do you feel this is
because of COVID-19 outbreak?

Strongly Agree

Q24-b. If you answer 5 (Strongly Agree) or 4 (Agree) for Q23, please write
specific reasons or examples.

Your answer

has increased since the COVID-19 outbreak has started? *

Strongly Agree

Q26. If you answer 5 (Strongly Agree) or 4 (Agree) for Q25, do you feel this is
because of COVID-19 outbreak?

Strongly Agree

Q26-b. If you answer 5 (Strongly Agree) or 4 (Agree) for Q25, please write
specific reasons or examples.

Your answer
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Q27. Do you feel that public budget is spent in an appropriate manner? *

Strongly Agree

Q28. If you answer 5 (Strongly Agree) or 4 (Agree) for Q27, do you feel this is
because of COVID-19 outbreak?

Strongly Agree

Q28-b. If you answer 5 (Strongly Agree) or 4 (Agree) for Q27, please write
specific reasons or examples.

Your answer

Strongly Agree

Yes, very satisfied.

No, not at all
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Q31. Do you feel that marginalized and minority groups (women, disabled people,

Strongly Agree

Q32. Do you feel that a gender gap exist in the parliament? *

Strongly Agree

Strongly Agree

Strongly Agree
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COVID-19 pandemic? *

Strongly Agree

Q36. Do you feel that some people's legal status is fragile in your country? *

Strongly Agree

Q37. Do you feel that threats to journalists, trade unions and human rights
defenders have increased? *

Strongly Agree

Q38. If you answer 5 (Strongly Agree) or 4 (Agree) for Q37, do you feel this is
because of COVID-19 outbreak?

Strongly Agree

Q38-b. If you answer 5 (Strongly Agree) or 4 (Agree) for Q37, please write
specific reasons or examples.

Your answer

23

Strongly Agree

Strongly Agree

or violence, especially through international cooperation? *

Strongly Agree

rights are violated? *

Strongly Agree

24

Strongly Agree

discrimination? *

Strongly Agree

Your answer

Q46, What do you think Civil Society Organizations can do to secure and

Your answer

25

Annex. B. Detailed Survey Results

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

Annex. C. List of Participants in the Survey
Name

Organization

Email Address

Province

Zia ur Rehman

AwazCDS-Pakistan

zia@awazcds.org.pk

Islamabad Capital Territory

Balqiaz khan

RIHRDO (Rural Infrastructure and Human Resource
Development Organization )

rihrdo@gmail.com

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa

Abdul Razzaque

Sindh Desert Development
Organization

sddoukt@gmail.com

Sindh

Muhammad Akbar Khan
Achakzai

Koshaan Society

Amjad Hussain

DHEWA(Development for
Health, Education, Work &
Awareness) Welfare Society
Chakwal
Jaag Welfare Movement

Abdul Rub Farooqi

Balochistan
amjad20ap@gmail.com

Punjab

abdulrubfarooqi@gmail.com
gicwa.org.pk@gmail.com

Punjab

Gujjar Ittehad Council
Welfare Association Â®
(GICWA)

Gujjar Ittehad Council Welfare Association Â® (GICWA)

Qamar Naseem
Water, Environment and
Sanitation Society
Shahid Khan

Blue Veins
Pervez Iqbal

qamar@blueveins.org
pervez@wess.org.pk

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Balochistan

VSO

MuhammadShahid.Khan@vsoint.org

Islamabad Capital Territory

Muhammad Bux

Sukaar Welfare Organization
Umerkot
Allai Developement Organization
Azat Foundation

sukaar.org.pk@gmail.com

Sindh

Allaidevorg@gmail.com

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa

Aziz ur rehman Qureshi

AL DUA WELFARE ORGANIZATION aziz

azizqureshi545@gmail.com

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa

Wazir Ejaz Hussain

Baltistan Culture & Development Foundation (BCDF)

wazirejaz@gmail.com

Gilgit-Baltistan

Bilquis Rehman

Council for Participatory
Development
Sindh Desert Development
Organization

bilquisrehman89@gmail.com
sddoukt@gmail.com

Sindh

HARD Balochistan
Center for Law and Justice
Advocacy, Research, Training and Services (ARTS)
Foundation
Equality For All Development Organization

Ziaullah8833@gmail.com
asifaqeel@gmail.com
artsfoundation@yahoo.com

Balochistan
Punjab
Sindh

Womenshade Pakistan
Jandran welfare foundation
Balochistan

ms.fizzakanwal@gmail.com
jwfbln.org@gmail.com

Muhammad Zahir
Zahid Ahmed Mengal

Abdul Razzaque
Zia
Asif Aqeel
Shahzado Malik

Muneeb Hussain
Fizza kanwal
Abdul Razzaq Khetran

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa

Balochistan

Sindh

munibhussain2@gmail.com Punjab
Balochistan
Balochistan
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Zahida Khan

Pakistan Human Development Foundation

phdf.org@hotmail.com

Punjab

Deedar Ahmed Mirani

Pahel Pakistan

meerani.ahmed@gmail.com

Sindh

Shamsuddin
Shahid Khan

Being Human
Indus Earth Trust (NGO),
Caleco studio (architects)

shams.jokhio@gmail.com
indusearthtrustpakistan@gmail.com

Sindh
Sindh

Community Initiatives for
Development in Pakistan

CIDP

cidpak.organisation@gmail
.com

Sindh

Abdulahad

Nill

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa

Muhammad Faisal
Salman Latif
Syed Humayon Raza Bukhari

Care welfare Orgnization
Punjab Lok Sujag
Strategy To Empower People - STEP Organization

Ahadyousafzai16@gmail.co
m
mfaisalpk92@yahoo.com
mslw.pk@gmail.com
programofficer.step@gmail.com

Khalid Saifullah

School for Law and Development

khalidsaif1@hotmail.com

Islamabad Capital Territory

Alyas Rahmat
Ghulam Farooq

CHANAN
Chenab Welfare Foundation

Punjab
Punjab

Rozina Khaliq

Hasna Welfare and Development Organization

chananpk.org@gmail.com
irtazafarooq2016@gmail.co
m
hasnawelfare@yahoo.com

Shafqat Ali Khan

Lok Sudhar

Punjab
Punjab
Punjab

Punjab
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa

Anonymous
KA

shafqatali_khan@hotmail.com
Human Development Organ- asher.pdf@gmail.com
ization
Anonymous
baigsheraz@yahoo.com
UN
No

Muhammad Nauman

Anonymous

muhammadnauman11@gmail.com

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa

Hasnain Tirmazi
I am imtiaz Hussain
Zeeshan Hayat

Media Foundation 360
Anonymous
Merf Pakistan

Punjab
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa

zafar iqbal shaheen

muzaffarabad social welfare
society (MSWS)

hasnain1272@ymail.com
imtiaz.sungi@gmail.com
zeeshanhayat66@gmail.com
zafar.msws@gmail.com

Arshad Sulehri
Rahmatullah
Muhammad Naeem

READ
VISWA
Unemployee

muhdak@gmail.com

Punjab
Sindh
Punjab

Ikram
Allah Nawaz

Volunteer Work with WHO
Young Muslim Khatri Welfare Socity Badin

ikram.ghani12@gmail.com
ymkws.badin@gmail.com

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Sindh

Fuad Ali Khan
Majida Parveen

Sudhaar Society
Dawn Development organization
Shah Traders

fawad.ali@sudhaar.org.pk
dawn.johiorg@gmail.com

Punjab
Sindh

az-

Sindh

Asher Younas

Syed Azmat Shah

Punjab
Gilgit-Baltistan
Islamabad Capital Territory

Punjab
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mat4pakistan@gmail.com
needs_org@yahoo.com

Balochistan

Abdul Karim(Anonymous)

THE NEEDS Nasirabad

Safina Marian Javed

Peace And Development
Organization

safina_gill@yahoo.com

Sindh

Zafar Malik

Aaghaz Foundation

Punjab

Rashid Malik

College

Aaqib ur Rehman
majam khan

Zam Zam Welfare Society
kalasha handicraft development network

aagaz_foundation@yahoo.
com
sonumaliks2004@yahoo.co
m
aqibrahman51@gmail.com
majamkalashi2288@gmail.com

Muhammad Aslam
Iftikhar Ahmad

Peace Foundation Pakistan
Research and Promotion
Hive. Pvt. Ltd.

p_foundation@yahoo.com
ahmadensari@gmail.com

Sindh
Islamabad Capital Territory

Izhar Ali

Zainab HR Services Private
Limited Karachi

Izhar.ali2010@yahoo.com

Sindh

Zahid Memon

Nari Development Organization (NDO)
Saher Arts For Peace & Sustainable Development (Regsocial welfare act )
SMART

memon.zahid@gmail.com

Sindh

akramsaher@gmail.com

Balochistan

Smart.visionjampur@gmail
.com

Punjab

Krishan Sharma

District Development Association Tharparkar

ddat92@gmail.com

Sindh

Khalid Javed Bhatti

Help and Development Organization
Anonymous

khalid.hdo.org@gmail.com

Punjab

AbduL Manan
Hammal kan
Shumaila
Changez Khan Khalil

Shah Trader
RTSM
RASTI
Creative Spirit Welfare Organization

abdulmks93@gmail.com
hammalk547@gmailcom

Achar Kunbhar

thecare_khipro@yahoo.co
m

Sindh

imtiaz
Nabeeha Naeem

The Care (Co-operative Organization For Community
Assistance and Relief For
Every One)
Des Pakistan
NK Designs

Sindh
Punjab

Ali
Bushra Bibi

Sindh Education Foundation
Physical therapy

Danyal Ahmed

Sabar

imtiaz.apex@gmail.com
nabeehanaeem123@gmail.com
mralisamejo@gmail.com
bushrashah0319@gmail.com
Shahdanyalalam@gmail.com

Muhammad Akram

Smart Vision Technical
Institute

Muhammad Altaf Bawany

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Azad Jammu and Kashmir
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa

Sindh

cswo.wwlfare@gmail.com

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Balochistan
Sindh
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa

Sindh
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
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Ambreen Ahmad

Anonymous

ahmad.ambreen@gmail.com

Islamabad Capital Territory

RAHIM BAHADAR

Alfalah Organization Islampur Swat

rahimbahadar@gmail.com,
alfalahcbo@yahoo.com

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa

Muhammad hasnain

Anonymous

Hasnpk@gmail.com

Balochistan

Mehmood Ilyas

Development and Empowerment Society (DES)

Sindh

Abid Lashari

National Disability & Development Forum (NDF)

mehmoodilyas@yahoo.com;
des.org@hotmail.com
abidlashari@ndfpakistan.org

Jinsar Hussain Soomro

DDF

Fayyaz Ahmed Ghara

Social Welfare Society(SWS)

president_sws@yahoo.com Punjab

Hakimzadi Shaikh

Union committee

Sindh

Attiqur Rehman
Furqan Ullah

Bright future
PEACE AND DEVELOPMENT
ORGANIZATION

Hakimzadi.shaikh@gmail.com
attiqurr264@gmail.com
furqankp@gmail.com

Shahwar Khan

The Indus Entrepreneurs
(TIE) Islamabad

shahwar@tieislamabad.org

Islamabad Capital Territory

Jan Odhano

Community Development
Foundation CDF

janodhano@gmail.com

Sindh

shahida

bisp

squraishi628@gmail.com

Islamabad Capital Territory

Maqsood Alam

Sindh Rural Support Organization
Sada-e-Thal Welfare Organization
Mendi Local Support Organization
Mehran Welfare Trust Larkana

mawamirpur@hotmail.com Sindh

kamran shahzad

Inamullah Khattak

Sindh
Sindh

Punjab
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa

Ssada.e.thall@gmail.com

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa

mendilso@gmail.com

Gilgit-Baltistan

mehran_trust_larkana@ya
hoo.com

Sindh

Anonymous

kamran_shahzad_1973@ya
hoo.com

Sindh

Dr. Qasim Mehmood

Pakistan Lions Youth Council

royalqasim@gmail.com

Punjab

Fatima Khan

WWF-Pakistan

Punjab

Asifa Khan

Foundation for Awareness
and Civic Engagement
(FACE)
Publishing Extension Network-PEN
WDFP

fatimakhaan977@gmail.com /
fkhan@wwf.org.pk
asifakhan.face@gmail.com

pen_gilgit@hotmail.com

Gilgit-Baltistan

monicashakeel14z@gmail.com

Sindh

Wazir Murad Ali
Panjal Khan Sangi

Ejaz Ahmed Khan
Monica

Punjab
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Anonymous

Anonymous

Alimurtaza Amirulbahar

Admiral development organization

alimurtazamallah@gmail.com

Sindh

Shahbaz Hussain

Aman Welfare Organization

Punjab

Raja Iftikhar Ahmed khan

Area develoment Orgsnization

amanwelfare.org@gmail.com
adoajk@yahoo.com

Muhammad Rafique Talpur

Villagers Development Organization (VDO)

vdopk93@hotmail.com

Sindh

Zehra Arshad

Pakistan Coalition for Education

zehra@pcepak.org

Islamabad Capital Territory

Mahjabeen Javaid

Meethi Zindagi

Punjab

Balqiaz khan

RIHRDO (Rural Infrastructure and Human Resource
Development Organization )

mahjabeen.javaid@hotmail.com
rihrdo@gmail.com

Javed Akhtar

Health Education Promotion
organisation of Pakistan
(HEPOP)
Neelab Rajanpur

javedakhtar60@yahoo.com

Punjab

Neelabrajanpur@gmail.com
babar#taraqee.pk
m.anis.danish@gmail.com
fniazi83@gmail.com

Punjab

Punjab

Maaz Asghar

Islamabad Capital Territory

Azad Jammu and Kashmir

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa

Babar Jaffar
Anis Danish
Faisal Niazi

Taraqee Foundation
Anonymous
Water and sanitation services company Bannu

Sultan Mehmood

Human Dignity First Foundation
Ehsas Educational and Social
Development Organization

ssultan14jan@gmail.com

Agriculture University Peshawar
Am welfare society Renala
khurd Distt okara

salmandareen@gmail.com

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa

Gksmra@gmail.com

Punjab

Unknon
Haider shah

No
Anonymous

Dadia
syedhaider2849@gmail.com

Balochistan
Islamabad Capital Territory

Dr fatima
M Najam
Nazia
Mrs. Irshad safdar
Jeewan

Health services academy
nill
MC
ittehad Foundation
Thar Development Association
Marie Stopes Society Pakistan

docfatima07@hotmail.com
nali3305@gmail.com

Punjab
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Punjab
Punjab
Sindh

Aamir Sohail Saddozai

SAHARA Voluntary Social
Welfare Agency

aamirsohailsaddozai2@gmail.com

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa

Naseer Ahmed Channa

Bright Star Development
Society Balochistan

naseer.channa@bsdsb.org.
pk

Balochistan

Ishaq Malana
Salman Mansoor
Ghulam Murtaza Qadri

Muhammad Ibrahim

Balochistan
Sindh
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa

Punjab

Ittehadpak44@gmail.com
jeewanmotoowani@gmail.com
ibrahim.charsadda@gmail.com

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
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Majid Ali

Anonymous

Anonymous

SSDO

mubarik ali

silduscho welfare organization
Rural Development Orginzation Buner kpk pakistan

mubaraktiriko72@gmail.com
rdobuner@yahoo.com

Gilgit-Baltistan

Comprehensive Health and
Education Forum (CHEF)
International, Islamabad.
Takhleeq Foundation
Minority Concern

fakharpak@gmail.com

Islamabad Capital Territory

ziatfcc@gmail.com
aftabmughal47@hotmail.com
apwapak@gmail.com

Sindh
Punjab

nadeem.anthony@gmail.co
m
indus.kkh@gmail.com
funds4nida@gmail.com

Punjab

auratassociation94@gmail.com
prwswobwp@gmail.com

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa

zubaidakhansrsp1@gmail.c
om
sindhmagnets@gmail.com

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa

aftab.ahmed@rabtakar.co
m

Islamabad Capital Territory

anwarmahar@hotmail.com

Sindh

Anonymous

National Advocacy for Rights
of Innocent - NARI Foundation
Anonymous

eva_dulla@yahoo.com

Islamabad Capital Territory

Rafi Ullah
Anonymous

Khpal Kore Organization
Anonymous

rafiullahkko@gmail.com

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Islamabad Capital Territory

Aiza Amjad

DHEWA(Development for
Health, Education, Work &
Awareness) Welfare Society
Chakwal
Sara welfare society
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous

amjad20ap@gmail.com

Punjab

faizaarooj8@gmail.com
â€”â€”â€”â€”gsofficial357@gmail.com

Punjab
Punjab
Punjab
Islamabad Capital Territory

Hakim zada
Fakhar Uddin

Zia ul haq
Aftab Mughal
ghulam shabeer
Nadeem Anthony
Talib Jan
Dr Zia Ur Rahman Farooqi

Malik Akbar
SABIR FARHAT

Zubaida Khan
Dr Irshad Mahar

Aftab Ahmed
Anwar Ali

no
Anonymous
Ghazanfar Shehzad
Anonymous

all poor welfare association
(APWA)
Self employed
IPN
National Integrated Development Association (NIDAPakistan)
Aurat (women) Association
Pakistan Rural Workers Social Welfare Organization
(PRWSWO)
Govt Job
Management And Governance Network Sindh (MAGNETS) Sukkur
Rabta Kar Development
Consultants

majidali.kalwar1989@gmai
l.com

Sindh
Islamabad Capital Territory

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa

Sindh

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa

Punjab

Sindh
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Latif Ahmad

Community Development
Council (CDC) Swat

Anonymous

Anonymous

Mohammad Hassan Mashori

Fundamental Human Rights
& Rural Development Association FHRRDA
Alshahbaz Women Organization
Community Resilience Activity (CRA-N), UN-IOM

fhrrda_ngo@hotmail.com

Sindh

alshahbazorg@gmail.com

Gilgit-Baltistan

asimtakkar@gmail.com

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa

All poor welfare association
apwa
Taraqee for Social Change
Lahore

apwapak@gmail.com

Sindh

Social Humanitarian agency
for Development & Employment SHADE
Mobility accessibility and
research services

shade.balochistan@gmail.c
om

Balochistan

ali.hassanmalick@gmail.co
m

Punjab

Hassan Shigri
Asim Ali
Ghulam Shabeer
Zahid Rehman, Taraqee
for Social Change Lahore
Hameeda Noor

Ali Hassan

latifsst84@gmail.com

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Islamabad Capital Territory

Punjab
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